A transmission network system includes a head end for generating a downstream signal having a substantially expanded range of frequencies, a communication medium, such as a fiber optic cable and coaxial cable coupled to the head end section for routing the signal through the transmission network to a plurality of subscribers, and compensation units coupled to operative components of the system for receiving the transmitted signals, selectively amplify and attenuate the signal levels within the substantially expanded range frequencies, and forwarding the signals to the subscribers. The system is enhanced to have improved information-carrying capabilities by the utilization of a broadband signal by the modulation of the signal across a substantially expanded range of frequencies and by the transmission of the signal via a series of operative network particles selectively modified or added to the cable plant in order to provide suitable processing of the signal elements spread over the entire spectrum of the substantially expanded frequency range.
SYSTEM, APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR EXPANDING THE OPERATIONAL BANDWIDTH OF A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to a system and method of improving the information transfer capabilities of a communication system. More particularly, the present invention relates to a system, apparatus and method for substantially expanding the range of frequencies utilizible by a cable television network for broadband signal transmission.

DISCUSSION OF THE RELATED ART

Cable television (CATV) is a form of broadcasting that transmits programs to paying subscribers via a physical land-based infrastructure of coaxial cables or via a combination of fiber-optic and coaxial cables rather than through the airwaves. Thus CATV networks provide a direct link from a transmission center, such as a head-end, to a plurality of subscribers located at typically addressable remote locations, such as homes and businesses. The CATV networks utilize a signal distribution service transmitting FM radio broadcasts, multi-channel TV programs, Pay-Per-Movie (Video on Demand), information services such as videotext, and the like. In recent years novel services were made available to the subscribers. Such services include interactive services. One such service regards a two-way, interactive communication involving access to established data communication networks, such as the Internet.

A CATV system comprises a plurality of elements, which are operative in maintaining the flow of electrical data information through a coaxial conductor or through a combination of fiber-optic and coaxial cables to subscribers. The infrastructure of the system is required to span vast urban areas by cables installed underground or on high poles in order to be distributed to the subscribers. It is routinely expected that the transmitted signals be kept at their highest possible fidelity having the lowest possible random energy interference level.

A CATV head-end is the central transmission center operative to gather gathering and to provide complex audio, visual, and data media. At the head-end external signals such as satellite, microwave, and local TV station broadcasts are
received from the various types of employed antennas. Additionally, locally produced and pre-recorded programs can be introduced into the system. The head-end responsibility is to process and to combine the received signals. In addition, the head-end assigns a channel frequency to all the signals destined for cable distribution. The programs relayed multiplexed into mapped channels, which are then offered to the subscribers selectively or are bundled as packages. Pay-per-View and special pay channels are added by keying the subscribers' set-top boxes or by phone authorization from the subscribers. If an upstream channel is operative in the network the option of electrical authorization can be provided to the subscribers.

A plurality of trunk cables, constructed of large diameter coaxial cables or of a combination of coaxial and fiber-optic cables, carry the signals from the head-end to a series of distribution points. Such distribution points are hub stations. Trunk cables share the same properties, as do generic transmission lines with regard to signal attenuation. Therefore, in order to maintain adequate signal strength over long distances, amplifiers are required at regular intervals. Feeder cables branch out from the trunks and are responsible for serving local neighborhoods. Feeder cables are tapped at recurrent locations to furnish the familiar coaxial drop cables that enter directly into the CATV subscriber's premises. Terminal equipment is connected to the drop cable inside a CATV subscriber's home via a wall outlet. Among the more common terminal devices are televisions, VCRs, set-top boxes, converters, de-scramblers, cable modems, and splitters.

The rigid standards under which the CATV systems are designed, engineered, and built, presently allow the overall spectral band width utilized for the transmission of signals to reach only about 750 MHz with about 1 GHz as the foreseeable future limit. Current CATV systems use the 5-35 MHz frequency band for reverse channel communication and the 100-750 MHz frequency band is used for the forward channel. The bandwidth is substantially limited by the conventional design of the components constituting the distribution plant.

The recent advent of two-way digital data services such as the Internet supported by the addition of data network browsers embedded into data network server systems interfac ing into the CATV head-ends or into the CATV hub stations requires significantly high two-way bandwidth to enable the efficient transfer of data services. To enable the provision of two-way data services within the current 5-750MHz band
spectrum spaces for the forward (downstream) transmission of the digital information have to be cleared and reserved for Internet data while return digital communication is relayed on a specifically allocated upstream path. Alternatively separate telephone communication lines are utilized for the subscriber. In order to integrate the two-way transmission of the added digital information within the existing usable bandwidth, all current CATV systems have in common a single small return path for upstream transmission allocated to the 5-35 MHz range. For the forward data path the possibilities are substantially limited. One option is to free currently active channels within the allocated 35-450, 35-550, 35-650, or 35-750 MHz downstream bandwidth for the downstream transmission. Another option is the multiplexing of forward data paths into the currently active channels within the allocated 35-450, 35-550, 35-650, or 35-750 MHz downstream bandwidth. The main problem concerning the existing options regarding the increase of the quantity of transmitted information is that the current requirements for the quantity of the transmitted information are substantially higher than the potential increase provided by the above mentioned options.

Thus in order to accomplish the integration of the two-way data information services involving interactive communications into the existing CATV systems, the signal transfer capabilities of the cable networks must be substantially enhanced. The needs and requirements for faster two-way data transfer bring into focus the bandwidth constraint problem. This problem relates to the limitation regarding the range of the useable frequencies that are available for signal transmission. Due to various problems related to the design, the engineering, and the manufacturing of the components constituting the current cable plant infrastructure prior solutions do not allow transmission in the frequencies above 750MHz. Therefore, there is a need to improve the performance of the CATV system by expanding the bandwidth capabilities of a conventional CATV system without having to replace the existing coaxial cable infrastructure.

The object of the present invention is to introduce a system, apparatus and method for expanding the operational bandwidth of a CATV system, for both the forward data signal path from the data network servers to the CATV subscriber and the reverse data path signal path. The present invention makes available a multiple Gbps symmetrical or asymmetrical service to subscribers of a cable communication network.
SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

One aspect of the present invention regards a system for extending the transmission path across a range of frequencies. The system contains a compensation unit for dividing and amplifying a signal, a home outlet splitter unit for dividing, amplifying and splitting a signal, a home outlet unit for expanding bandwidth and filtering frequencies, an extension unit to a set top box, and an enhanced cable connector assembly for transmitting a signal. The system thereby enables the transmission of data at substantially higher data rates.

The second aspect of the present invention regards an extension unit to a set-top box which includes tuner means for controlling the additional channels within the extended range of frequencies, switching means to enable selection of mode of operation, filtering means to separate the appended extended range of frequencies to downstream and upstream regions, modem means to encode the information and transmit data to the subscriber, and modem means to decode the information received from the subscriber and transmit the information upstream to the hub station unit.

The third aspect of the present invention regards a compensation unit for the division and amplification of a signal. The compensation unit includes a frequency band divider means to separate at least two signal streams for selective processing, a downstream signal amplifying means for amplifying a signal representative of information units transmitted by a transmission center to users, and an upstream signal amplifying means for amplifying a signal representative of information sent by users to a transmission center.

The fourth aspect of the present invention regards a hub station unit for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted and for combining the signal
transmitted by a transmission center with a signal transmitted by a data communication unit. The hub station includes means for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted in the downstream direction from a transmission center to the users, means for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted in the upstream direction from the users to the transmission center, and multiplexer means to combine the signal transmitted by a transmission center with the signal transmitted by a data communication unit.

The fifth aspect of the present invention regards a home splitter unit for splitting and amplifying a signal. The home splitter unit includes divider means to split the signal modulated across the extended range of frequencies to a varied number of users, and amplifier means to compensate for the losses in the signal due to line characteristics.

The sixth aspect of the present invention regards a home outlet unit for expanding bandwidth and filtering frequencies, the home outlet unit includes bandwidth expanding means to add to the standard usable bandwidth an extended range of frequencies, and filtering means to separate the appended extended range of frequencies to downstream and upstream pass regions.

The seventh aspect of the present invention regards a communication network utilizing a communication media infrastructure for the transmission of a broadband signal representative of information units received from and sent to external information sources. The information units are encoded into modulated electronic signals. The signals are multiplexed into a broadband electronic signal and sent from a transmission center via diverse electronic components operative in the preservation of the transmitted signal’s vital characteristics to a plurality of users and from the plurality
of users via the transmission media via the diverse electronic components operative in maintaining the functional characteristics of the transmitted signal to the transmission center. The communication network contains a method for utilizing an expanded transmission path operative across a substantially increased range of frequencies. The method includes combining the signals representative of the information received from information sources/users into a combined broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth, superimposing signals representative of information units received from additional information sources connected at various locations to the transmission path onto the broadband signal modulated across the substantially expanded bandwidth, transmitting the combined broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth to a plurality of users/transmission center, and maintaining the functional characteristics of the broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth during a series of processing activities performed by a set of components operatively participating in the expanded bandwidth transmission process whereby utilizing the standard transmission medium previously operating in a significantly narrower bandwidth for transmission in a substantially expanded bandwidth.

The eighth aspect of the present invention regards a two-way multi-user transmission and communication system having the capability of utilizing a substantially expanded range of frequencies in order to transmit a significantly increased quantity of information units encoded into electronic signals and inserted into a transmittable broadband signal at frequency-related locations the broadband signal having prior transmittable information multiplexed therein without affecting the simultaneous transmission of the existing transmittable information to a plurality of users in response
to the users' corresponding demands. The system includes a compensation unit including downstream and upstream amplifying units in order to amplify the broadband signal, a home outlet splitter unit including a signal divider to distribute the split broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded range of frequencies among a predefined group of users, a home outlet unit including filtering components having the capability of handling an expanded range of frequencies in order to separate the broadband signal into predefined range of and to suitable manipulate the broadband signal elements inserted into the significantly expanded bandwidth region, and an extension unit to a set-top box interfacing with a terminal or any other communication device including tuner components to control the additional channels combined within the expanded region of the frequency bandwidth, filtering components to separate the diverse frequency regions, modulators, and demodulators to decode the signal in order the enable the user to interact with the various elements of the signal and to encode the information resulted from the users request into the upstream region of the broadband signal, and an enhanced cable connector assembly to provide for the downstream and upstream transmission of the signals having the proper spectral response characteristics.

Each of the above embodiments of the present invention contributes to an enhanced transmission of information units within a transmission and communication system in the about 1GHz to the about 3GHz frequency range.

Each of the above embodiments of the present invention provides for the utilization of a substantially expanded transmission bandwidth for the transmission of information having diverse content such as video, audio and data.
Each of the above embodiments of the present invention provides for substantially improving the data transmission rates within a transmission and communication system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The novel features of the present invention are set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself, as well as a preferred mode of usage will be best understood by reference to the following detailed description of an illustrative embodiment when read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figs. 1A is a graphical representation of the spectral response of the standard CATV system; and

Fig. 1B is a graphical representation of the spectral response of the Extended Bandwidth Cable System (XBCS), in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a standard CATV system; and

Fig. 3 is a schematic illustration of a standard CATV subscriber home outlet; and

Fig. 4 is a schematic illustration of an XBCS CATV subscriber home outlet in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 5 illustrates the electrical circuitry of a XBCS CATV subscriber home outlet, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 6 is a schematic illustration of the XBCS set-top unit, in accordance with preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 7 is a schematic illustration of the symmetrical XBCS set-top unit, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 8 is a schematic view of the XCBS CATV subscriber home outlet splitter, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Figs 9A, 9B, 9C are schematic views of a XBCS splitter nearest to the subscriber home outlet including the symmetrical added units, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and
Fig. 10 is a graphical representation of the mechanical connections to a typical CATV hub; and

Fig. 11 is a diagram showing the mechanical introduction of a proposed hub modification into the XBCS hub, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 12 is a combined schematic block diagram and a general view illustrating the new hub module of the XBCS system, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram of the new asymmetrical hub module circuitry of the XBCS system, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 14 is a general view illustrating the mechanical introduction of a new symmetrical hub module into a typical CATV hub, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 15 is a combined schematic block diagram showing the new symmetrical hub circuitry of the XBCS system, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 16 is a schematic block diagram showing the proposed compensation unit of the XBCS system, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 17 is a graphical representation of the introduction of the proposed compensation unit as a standalone signal booster into the CATV system, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 18 is a schematic block diagram of the XBCS compensation circuitry, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 19 is a wiring diagram of the frequency selective circuits implemented in the compensation unit of figure 18, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 20 is a schematic block diagram of the slope amplitude equalizer circuit implemented in the compensation unit of figure 18, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and
Fig. 21 is a graphical representation of the dynamic signal attenuation and respective signal boosting points along the transmission pass of a CATV signal from a head-end to a subscriber; and

Fig. 22 is a graphical representation of the dynamic signal attenuation and corresponding signal boosting points along the transmission path of a typical CATV signal from a head-end to a subscriber including compensation units as enhancements, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 23 is a perspective view of the standard coaxial cable connector used in a conventional CATV system; and

Fig. 24 is a perspective view of the standard coaxial cable connector and attached N type coaxial adapter, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 25 is illustrative of the method of connecting the compensation unit into the CATV system employing the standard coaxial connector in combination with a type N coaxial adapter, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 26 is a perspective view of the standard semi-rigid coaxial connector and attached center conductor adapter, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 27 is illustrative of the method of connecting the compensation unit into the CATV system via the utilization of the standard coaxial cable connector and attached adapter to the F type ports.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

The present invention teaches a novel and useful method and system for the expansion of the functional bandwidth of a two-way multi-user communication system. The present invention proposes to improve the performance of CATV systems by the expansion of the infrastructure usable bandwidth capabilities of conventional CATV systems by multiple factors without requiring replacement of the existing coaxial cable infrastructure. Such expansion of the bandwidth can be accomplished by the addition of new advanced CATV components to the system and by the enhancement of existing
CATV system components for enabling two-way forward and reverse transmission of signals over frequencies ranging from about 1GHz to the about 3GHz bandwidth.

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention the communication system is a cable television communication system (CATV) distributing audio, visual, analog or digital information to paying subscribers. Information sources include FM radio broadcasts, local, satellite or microwave TV stations, multi-channel TV programs, video-on-demand services, data communication services, and the like. The proposed system described in detail later hereunder will be referred to as the Extended Bandwidth Cable System (XBCS).

In order to depict in detail the means, through which the proposed objectives are attained, the present invention describes the modifications and additions needed across the entire set of the standard CATV components constituting the CATV infrastructure. The teaching of the method and system encompasses the physical, and the electronic means that will be applied to achieve an optimal level of operation for the proposed system. Such modifications and additions create new components resulting in combination with a new system.

In the typical CATV system information units encoded into electronic signals are received at a transmission center, such as a head-end or a hub station, from a plurality of transmitting information sources. The received signals are suitably processed, frequency-mapped into predefined channels spread across a substantially expanded range of frequencies, multiplexed into a broadband signal modulated across a predefined portion of a substantially increased functional frequency range, and distributed forward to a plurality of subscribers along a controlled transmission path. Transmission of encoded information units modulated across another predefined portion of the same substantially increased frequency range in the reverse direction, from a plurality of subscribers to the transmission center, is also provided. Along the transmission path diverse components operative in dynamically manipulating the required physical characteristics of the transmitted signal as well as in properly maintaining signal parameters vital to the integrity of the reproducible information encoded in the signal, are suitably enhanced by the addition of specific new elements in order to handle the signal modulated across the entire substantially increased transmission bandwidth.
For the sake of clarity the terms "signals" or "data" or "data signals" throughout this application refer to analog or digital signals, including video, audio or any other data representing information. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the delivery of the information from a transmission center, such as a head end or a hub station, to the subscribers and from the subscribers back to the transmission center is accomplished by impressing encoded information on a carrier wave propagating within the transmission line through the controllable modulation of the frequency of the carrier wave. In addition to frequency modulation other types of modulation methods can be used and fall within the scope of the invention. In addition to television programs and data network packets the signals transmitted within the system may include other types of information such as video-on-demand. In other preferred embodiments of the present invention the communication system could be a satellite communication system, a cellular network, or any other communication infrastructure operative in connecting diverse communication nodes located at remote locations.

Fig. 1A generally depicts the spectra of an existing CATV system. The 35-750 MHz region 12 is utilized for the forward (downstream) transmission of the information impressed on a broadband signal from the head-end to the subscribers. The measure of the total utilized bandwidth is typically the function of the number of active channels in a cable network carrying information from a corresponding number of information sources. As a standard TV channel is allocated a 6 MHz bandwidth under the NTSC standard, a system with a channel capacity of 60 can be realized with a total bandwidth of 550 MHz while a 100-channel system can be realized with a total bandwidth of 750 MHz. Currently different CATV systems utilize different bandwidth sizes. According to the number of channels carried typical systems use the 35-450 MHz band 12, the 35-550 MHz band 14, the 35-650 MHz band 16, and the 35-750 MHz band 18. Where applicable the 5-35 MHz region 10 is utilized as the reverse (upstream) path of signals collected from the subscribers and transmitted therefrom back to the head-end.

Fig. 1B shows the spectra of the proposed XBCS system, in accordance to a preferred embodiment of present the invention. In order to support downward compatibility with the existing CATV systems the 5-35 MHz region 10 is utilized as an upstream path and the 35-750 MHz region 12 is used for the forward (downstream) transmission of the information impressed on a broadband signal from the head-end to
the subscribers. In addition to the existing 50-750 MHz CATV mapped downstream region 12, an extended frequency region (XFR) 21, is added to the usable bandwidth. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the XFR 21 is allocated a frequency range of about 2000 MHz by defining the lower and upper limits of the region 21 as 1000 MHz and 3000 MHz respectively. The XFR 21 can be divided into downstream and upstream portions in accordance with the system's mode of operation. The system could operate in an asymmetric mode or a symmetric mode. The term asymmetric refers to a mode of operation in a two-way communication system in which the data speed or the quantity of data transmitted differs in one direction as compared with the other direction, averaged over time. Conversely, the term symmetric refers to a mode of operation in which the data speed or the quantity of data transmitted is equal in both directions. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, in the symmetric mode, the XFR 21 of about 2000 MHz is divided into an about 1000 MHz upstream sub-region extending across the about 1050-1950 MHz range 19, and an about 1000 MHz downstream sub-region 20 extending across the about 2150-3000 MHz range. The additional frequency ranges 19, 20 are having additional channels mapped therein thereby providing substantially increased capacity in regard to the number of extra information sources and services to be provided to the subscribers. In the asymmetric mode, the XFR 21 of about 2000 MHz that extends across the entire of about 1000-3000 MHz range is utilized entirely as the downstream sub-region. For the upstream transport the 5-35 MHz region 10 is used. The considerably extended usable bandwidth of the proposed system, apparatus and method allows the XFR 21 can be partitioned such that close proximity of the upper limit of a lower frequency band to the adjacent lower limit of a neighboring higher frequency band is avoided. The XFR 21 can be divided into non-contiguously allocated frequency range slots by the insertion of guard bands having a predefined range value between two neighboring frequency bands. As a result, no interference will occur among the different frequency bands along the respectively separated boundaries thereof.

According to the functionality, the operational mode and the configuration of the cable plant, the partitioning of the XFR 21 into functional sub-regions by the allocation of specific frequency bands to respective sub-regions, could be made by using diverse methods in order to achieve optimal performance of the system. For example, in
the asymmetric operational mode, the downstream path could be allocated a 1800 MHz range while the upstream path could be allocated a 200 MHz. Different partitioning methods will result in different range values. For example the XFR 21 can be divided into an upstream frequency band and a downstream frequency band in the following manner. (For the clarity of the description non-contiguous partitioning is avoided in the example).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upstream</th>
<th>Downstream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600 MHz</td>
<td>400 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400 MHz</td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200 MHz</td>
<td>800 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100 MHz</td>
<td>900 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...  
Upstream : 500 MHz    Downstream : 1500 MHz

It would be obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art that diverse other partitioning formulas are available to accomplish a plurality of frequency limit variations and transmission path combinations resulting from the diverse allocation methods of frequency range values.

As a result of the known frequency response characteristics of signals in the higher frequency ranges the XFR 21 of about 1000-3000 MHz bandwidth supplies substantially lower amplitude values in respect to the standard value maintained by the regular CATV system by about –15dB. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, in order to boost the signal level of the XFR 21 of about 1000-3000 MHz to the operative level, the existing CATV infrastructure is overlaid with additional XBCS new elements designed to equalize the signal level differences across the range of frequencies added.

It will be easily perceived by one with ordinary skill in the art that the details, the range of frequency domains, and the respective quantitative figures given in the foregoing description are merely exemplary. The details disclosed should not be interpreted as limitations but merely as example instrumental to a clear understanding of the present invention.
The operation of an existing CATV system is described referring to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a standard CATV system. A plurality of information sources 22, 24, 26, 28, 30 transmit information units encoded into electrical signals to respective channel modulators 22', 24', 26', 28', 30'. Following appropriate requests by a subscriber, digital data encoded into electrical signals is sent from a digital data network 32 to a data network browser 34 at the head-end 36. The plurality of signals from the channel modulators 22', 24', 26', 28', 30' are multiplexed into a broadband signal and fed downstream via a main drive amplifier 38 to a splitter 40. The splitter 40 divides the signal carried on the cable and distributes the signal downstream simultaneously to local subscribers 42 via a line amplifier 44 and to remote subscribers 46 via long line 41. Long line 41 is typically a fiber-optic cable. The signal is transported through trunk cables, local hubs 48, 50, 52, feeder (or distribution) cables, taps or multi-taps, and drop cables. According to the topography of the system one or more line amplifiers 54, 56, 58, 60, 62 are installed along the transmission path. The local hub station 52 receives directly digital data from data communication network 32 via local data network browser 62. Upstream information collected from the subscribers 42, 46, 54, 56, 58 is conveyed upstream to a CPU 64 at the head-end 36 to be used for billing purposes, payments, and for accessing a data network 32 via the head-end data network browser 34. Additional components could be connected to the units described above.

The functional spectral width of a typical CATV system is limited. The network operators have maximized the number of active TV channels for broadcasting to their customers thereby utilizing practically the entire range of frequencies available for effective information transmission. Therefore to discontinue the operation of an active channel in order to dedicate the corresponding channel to a data communication network access would be problematic and costly. An extension of the spectral width is needed to enable the insertion of additional information sources into the information mix carried by the common signal.

Having described the standard CATV system in general the various components of the CATV system and the XBCS components will now be described in further detail showing the various additions and enhancements to the components of the CATV system showing the XBCS system.
Generally, the modifications to the infrastructure of the CATV system are realized by introduction of specific new elements in tandem with the existing elements. The new elements can be introduced into the distribution plant independently of existing elements when needed. Existing components within the distribution plant are not replaced but over laid with additional XBCS elements. The addition of specific new elements and/or the rearrangement of existing elements modify some elements such as the subscribers' home outlets and the nearest splitters to the home outlets. In some topographical areas in order to maintain an acceptable level of performance the transmission line will have to be disconnected, an XBCS new module will have to be introduced into the system, and then the line will have to be reconnected through the new module. For the purpose of clarity we begin the description with the subscriber's home outlet making our way in reverse (upstream) direction, via the home outlet splitter, the set-top unit, the hub station, the compensation unit, and the improved cable connectors.

Fig. 3 illustrates the schematics of an existing CATV system subscriber home outlet. Broadband signals received as input from the CATV network are fed into the home outlet through an RG-11 type coaxial cable 66 and reverse signals are fed from the outlet to the CATV network through the same path provided by the RG-11 type coaxial cable 66. The coaxial cable 66 is soldered or F-connected to the wall outlet 70. The wall outlet 70 provides a TV F-connector 68 or similar connector and a FM radio connector 69. The broadband signal is fed from the termination surface 78 of cable 66 to the home outlet circuitry. The FM radio signals are split from the broadband signal by a standard 75-100 MHz FM band pass filter 72 and fed into the FM outlet 69. Signals modulated above 50 MHz are fed to TV outlet 68. Signals in the 5-35 MHz range are trapped by trap 74. The home outlets have to accept the upstream return path of 5-35 MHz. Reverse signals in the 5-35 MHz transmitted from the subscriber are fed into the outlet through the TV outlet 68, and via wall outlet 70 are transmitted to the head-end.

Referring now to Figs. 4 and 5 that show a schematic illustration of an XBCS CATV subscriber home outlet and the electrical circuitry of a XBCS CATV subscriber home outlet. The XBCS home outlet shown is a standard CATV home outlet that was modified in order to enable the transmission of a broadband signal having a
frequency range of about 5 MHz to about 3000 MHz. An added stripline Super High Frequency (SHF) diplexer 76 is incorporated into the standard CATV system home outlet in the following manner. The standard CATV FM bandpass filter 72 and the upstream 5-35 MHz trap 74 are sandwich connected to the XBCS outlet port 78. Consequently, the modified XBCS home outlet is still provided with the full capability regarding standard CATV operations, such as the passing of the 5-35 MHz return path upstream and the passing of the 50-750 MHz to the subscriber. Additionally the outlet provides the capability of adding to the current usable bandwidth an additional operative spectral band of about 1000 MHz to about 3000 MHz. The new band is split in two by the diplexer 76 in order to provide a symmetrical downpass and an uppass of at least about 1000 MHz to each direction. The XBCS home outlet provides standard CATV signal levels of 75 dBmV for cable TV while maintaining the FM levels, and the 5-35 MHz upstream characteristics. For the about 1050-1950 MHz band and the about 2150-3000 MHz band the built in stripline filters engineering maintains 75-ohms impedance.

Referring now to Fig. 6 illustrating the asymmetrical XBCS CATV set-top logic. When adding about 3 GHz of spectrum on top of the existing CATV bandwidth to be utilized as downstream region only, a digital satellite tuner 80 with a bandwidth 36 MHz and an IF frequency of 72 MHz is used. The tuner 80 enables control of a plurality of additional channels having data transfer rates up to about 10 Gbps. As a result, the XBCS system’s performance is substantially equivalent to the performance of a very high speed Ethernet network. Gbps. A RF switch 82 is used for selecting direct standard CATV operations or down conversion from the XBCS bandwidth of about 1000-3000 MHz to about 72 MHz for the Digital Broadcast Video service. The unit is supplied +12V DC 84 via a fused separation diode 88.

Referring now to Fig. 7 which illustrates the difference between the symmetrical XBCS set top box and the asymmetrical XBCS set top box of Fig. 6. A stripline filter arrangement is engineered to separate of the main streams. The stripline filter 84 isolates the standard CATV 5-750 MHz band and directs it directly or via the RF switch 82 of Fig. 6 to the standard CATV set-top 89 in use. Consequently the about 2150-3000 MHz band is picked up by the about 2150-3000 MHz stripline pickup 83 and fed to a broadband about 2150-3000 MHz 73 tuner which delivers IF of 72 MHz and
decodes digital data which is fed to a two-way modem 88 downstream. The two-way modem 88 directs the upstream information from the subscribers computer to a modulator exciter 90 in the about 1050-1950 MHz band whose output is collected by the about 1050-1950 MHz stripline insertion diplexer 92 feeding it back via the CATV network to the nearest hub. The types of modulation, coding, demodulation, and decoding methods will be adjusted according to the type of the CATV systems within which the proposed method is operative.

If the subscriber is not a single user within the area supplied by a specific tap but a part of commonly owned apartment house or condominium arrangement it is more than likely that the standard connection thereof will be to a passive splitter. This splitter can be an about –3dB divider or any up to times 8 divider (about -10dB). The usual length of the RG-11 cable from this splitter to the subscriber home outlet can reach up to 100 feet. Whenever an odd number of subscribers are connected to a dividing splitter a 75-ohm passive load termination is used.

Fig. 8 illustrates the XBCS CATV four-way splitter located nearest the subscriber home outlet. The standard CATV last splitters are 5-900 MHz passive splitters. As the nearest splitter is at a distance of about 100 feet from the subscriber home outlet the about 1000-3000 MHz asymmetrical or the split symmetrical information will suffer a substantial loss due to the RG-11 characteristics. To compensate for the loss modifications are applied to the splitter. The signal is fed from the CATV network via input port 820. Filter 822 separates the 1050-3000 MHz frequency band from the signal and feeds the signal to gain and slope adjusted amplifier 802. The amplifier 802 values are calculated for driving the XBCS signal in order to overcome the losses of the RG-11 cables connected to the subscribers home outlets. The modifications of the splitter divider are connected in parallel to standard 5-900 MHz circuitry without influencing each other. Power to drive the amplifier is provided through separation diodes 812, 814, 816, 818, which are connected to all four 804, 806, 808, 810. The amplifier 82 will be performing as long as the XBCS set-top of the four subscribers connected via ports 804, 806, 808, 810 is operating. The amplified signal is divided to four signals by a 1000-5000 MHz quadruplexer 804 and fed via the output ports 804, 806, 808, and 810 to the respective subscribers.
Figs. 9A, 9B show a specific example of a distributed layout of a 4-divider splitter configuration, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The exemplary 4-divider splitter divides the signal to four subscribers such that the subscribers are enabled upstream and downstream communication while the standard CATV feed is kept intact.

Fig. 9A illustrates a mechanical layout of the 4-divider splitter's downstream segment. The broadband signal fed from the CATV network via input port 701 is passed to filter 702. Filter 702 passes the frequencies of the broadband signal within the 2150-3000MHz downstream frequency portion to amplifier 704. The signal is suitably amplified and driven by amplifier 704 to quadroplexer 706 which splits the signal to four subscriber outlet units via output ports 708, 710, 712, 714.

Fig. 9B illustrates the mechanical layout of the 4-divider splitter's upstream segment. The four separate upstream signals that were generated by the subscribers are fed from the suitable set-top box extensions via the subscribers' home outlets to the splitter ports 708, 710, 712, and 714. The four separate signals are combined by the quadroplexer 722 and passed to upstream amplifier 720. Amplifier 720 amplifies and drives the multiplexed signal to the stripline filter 703. Filter 703 passes the 1050-1950 MHz upstream frequency portion of the combined signal via output port 701 to the CATV network.

Fig. 9C shows the electrical layout of the 4-divider splitter. The broadband signal is fed from the CATV network via input port 701 to a set of filters. Filter 715 separates the 5-750 MHz conventional CATV frequency band from the broadband signal. The signal included in the separated frequency band signal is divided into four and transmitted to four respective subscribers via the splitter's output ports 708, 710, 712, and 174. Filter 702 separates signals within the 2150-3000 MHz frequency range. The separated signals are amplified by downstream amplifier 704 and divided into four parts by the interaction of circuits 706 via inductive coupling. The four exits of the respective circuits 706 are connected to the splitter's output ports 708, 710, 712, and 714. The divided signals are fed via the ports 708, 710, 712, and 714 to the respective subscribers' home outlets. Upstream signals generated by the subscribers are suitably fed by the subscribers' set-top boxes to the splitter's output ports 708, 710, 712, and 714. The signals are combined into the broadband signal by the interaction of circuits 722 via.
capacitive coupling and fed to upstream amplifier 720. The signal is suitably amplified by amplifier 720 and fed through filter 703. Filter 703 separates the 1050-1950 MHz upstream frequency band and feeds the filtered signals to the splitter's to the CATV network via input port 701 of the splitter.

Referring to Fig. 10 which illustrates the existing mechanical connections between the CATV network and the hub station thereof. In accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention an important consideration regarding the installation of the XBCS is the manifest undesirability of modifying active components and particularly existing hub stations. Thus, the expansion of about 2 GHz asymmetrical or about 1000 MHz symmetrical bandwidths is achieved only by minor external connection changes. As illustrated in Figure 10, conventionally, heavy coaxial cable 102 in connected to hub station 104. The hub station 104 also includes a connection point 101 to a fiber-optic cable.

Figure 11 shows a diagram showing the mechanical introduction of a proposed hub enhancement into the XBCS hub. The introduction of an XBCS compensation module between the CATV network and the hub station enables the operation of the XBCS system and allows the transmission of high frequency signals in ranges between the about 1000MHz and the about 3000MHz. The XBCS module 106 is introduced to the ordinary CATV system. An asymmetrical or symmetrical XBCS module is to be added to the CATV system in the following manner. The heavy coaxial cable 102 is disconnected from the existing hub 104 and reconnected to the XBCS hub module 106 input while the parallel XBCS hub module 106 input free coaxial cable 107 is connected to the hub 104 input connection point. Similarly the heavy coaxial cable 105 is disconnected from the hub 104 and reconnected to the XBCS hub module 106 output while the parallel XBCS hub module 106 output free coaxial cable 103 is connected to the hub output.

Figure 12 shows a combined schematic block diagram and a general view illustrating the new hub module of the XBCS system. The XBCS hub module can operate in an asymmetrical mode. The drawing illustrates the asymmetrical XBCS hub compensation module. The module adds gain and slope to losses of the about 1000-3000 MHz bandwidth, which in the asymmetrical mode is entirely dedicated to the transmission of the additional downstream signal. The change in or to the standard 5-35
MHz, and the standard 48-750 MHz is negligible (less than 1 dB) as the about 1000-3000 MHz traps likely connected in series to the "IN" and "OUT" hub connectors. In Fig. 13 the asymmetrical XBCS hub module for the local hub data insertion is shown. No changes in the input to the hub are necessary since only the channels mapping and 3-35 MHz upstream towards the head-end is being fed. The output from the hub is disconnected and inserted via the new module.

Figure 14 shows a general view illustrating the mechanical introduction of a new symmetrical hub module into a typical CATV hub. The heavy coax connector to the hub is not modified in respect to the standard CATV hub. The heavy coaxial cable output 121 from the hub 120 is reconnected via the XBCS hub 122 to the XBCS hub 122 output 123. In XBCS symmetrical operation data is fed in the upstream direction with same bandwidth as the downstream. Therefore the XBCS symmetrical hub unit structure and operation are different from the asymmetrical which is eventually adding about 2000 MHz in bandwidth to the downstream direction. The about 1050-1950 MHz added band is upstream data collected from the subscribers and fed to the data routers connected via fiber optics to the hub. The same data routers are feeding the about 2150-3000 MHz bandwidth with modulator exciters for data loads downstream to the subscribers.

Fig. 15 shows the XBCS symmetrical hub unit circuitry including the XBCS data communication unit. A typical hub assembly feeds a community of about 2000 neighboring subscribers. It is a common practice to interconnect the hub assembly to data supplying routers and peripherals. The XBCS data communication unit 130 is a duplex receiver/transmitter having a speed of at least 800 Mbps for each direction in parallel. Types of data modulation and encoding, demodulation and decoding are given to the CATV operator's decisions. The symmetrical XBCS provides a carrier platform of about 2000 MHz to be used as desired. The spectral density and location for each of the about 2000 hub subscribers is controlled by a CPU 132, which is locally controlled when installed in the head-end assembly or remotely controlled from the head-end when installed on the hub station. The XBCS system uniquely utilizes the already laid coaxial cables in order to supply in duplex high-density high-speed data from the hub to the subscribers. The XBCS system is also unique in using the already existing infrastructure devices and the additions and modifications installed to secure and control the bandwidth expansion to the about 3 GHz bandwidth. In a CATV system enhanced with XBCS units
all the "IN" and "OUT" connections belonging to any active line distribution device such as bridging amplifiers, and line amplifiers or belonging to passive line power splitters have to be disconnected and reconnected via XBCS symmetrical or asymmetrical compensation unit.

Referring to Fig. 16 the XBCS compensation unit can be connected as a symmetrical or as an asymmetrical unit. The standard XBCS compensation unit is engineered in such a way as to pass all the existing CATV signals of 5-750 MHz including the 50-60 Hz line power distribution links. The unit has two amplification segments. The about 2150-3000 MHz segment is always connected as a downstream adder. Where symmetrical operation is desired the about 1050-1950 MHz amplifier module 140 can be connected in reverse to serve as an upstream amplifier.

Figure 17 shows a graphical representation of the introduction of the proposed compensation unit as a standalone signal booster into the CATV system. The XBCS compensation unit can be used as a standalone unit whenever it is needed for refreshing the signal and overcoming line drop losses due to infrastructure topography, such as transmission of the signal in overlong cables. The unit rejuvenates the XBCS signal at existing taps, connectors, splitters, and the like. The existing cable is disconnected at designated points, which were found by calculation and the XBCS compensation unit is introduced into the system.

Referring to Fig. 18 which is schematic block diagram illustrative of the XBCS compensation unit of Fig. 17. Compensation unit 202 is coupled to line distribution device 200 via two connection points: "IN" connection point 260, and "OUT" connection point 262. "IN" connection point 261 of device 200 is coupled to "IN" connection point of compensation unit 202 via "IN" connection point 261. "OUT" connection point 264 of device 200 is coupled to "OUT" connection point 262 of compensation unit 202. Line distribution device 200 contains a typical CATV amplifier unit 201. For example unit 201 could be a bridging amplifier, a component that typically provides service into the distribution or feeder systems. The compensation unit 202 could be connected to any other typical CATV line distribution devices, such as line amplifiers or signal splitters. The compensation unit 202 comprises RF chokes 205, 206, 208, multiplexer filter sections 210, 220, downstream amplification section 229, upstream amplification section 231, and power supply 204. In the compensation unit 202
the RF signal is to be processed in a RF device. Therefore, the AC power signal must be separated from the RF signal in the compensation unit 202. A RF choke is utilized to separate the single-phase AC power signal from the broadband RF signals. The capacitor blocks AC power from the frequency selective devices. After passing the device, the AC power is recombined with the broadband signal, by utilizing a second RF choke. In the compensation unit 202 RF chokes 205, 206, 208 are operative in separating and recombining the line power frequencies, necessary for the operation of amplifiers and other devices along the transmission path, from the RF signal transmitted through the line. Multiplexer filter sections 210, 220 are combinations of frequency selective devices, which operate at three different ranges of frequencies. Multiplexer filter sections 210, 220 consist of three frequency selective circuits categorized by the location of their passband. Downstream amplification section 229 comprises pad 230, gain equalizer 232, amplifier 234, tilt equalizer 236, and amplifier 238. Upstream amplification section 231 comprises pad 240, gain equalizer 242, amplifier 244, tilt equalizer 246, and amplifier 248. The function of amplifiers 234, 238, 244, 248 is to increase the amplitude or the power of the signal within a selected frequency range. In order to obtain any desired amplification the amplifiers should be suitably connected in sequence. Thus, the basic unit is a single-stage downstream amplifier 234, 238, and the single-stage upstream amplifier 244, 248 consist of the active device and all the associated components that accompany such a stage. Downstream pad 230 and upstream pad 240 are adjustable resistance networks utilized for the tuning of the respective amplification sections thereof. Downstream equalizers 232, 236 and upstream equalizers 242, 246 allow control of the gain, slope and amplitude of the signal in order to correct cable attenuation slope over frequency introduced into the signal by the cable. Multiplexer filter segment 210 comprises low pass filter (LPF) 212, high pass filter (HPF) 214, and band pass filter (BPF) 216. Multiplexer filter segment 220 comprises low pass filter (LPF) 222, high pass filter (HPF) 224, and band pass filter (BPF) 226. The filters 212, 214, 216, 222, 224, 226 are predetermined arrangements of electronic components that allow only specific frequencies lying within a predefined range, or a band of frequencies to pass, and block all the other frequencies. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention LPF 212 and LPF 222 are designed to pass frequencies in the about 5 -750 MHz range. The about 5-750 MHz range includes the signal components impressed with information.
to be transferred within the conventional CATV channels in the downstream/upstream
direction, i.e., from/to the head-end to/from the subscribers. Similarly, HPF 214 and HPF
224 pass the about 2150-3000 MHz range of frequency components to transmit
information impressed therein in the downstream direction from the head-end to the
subscribers. In the preferred embodiment of the present invention BPF 216 and BPF 226
pass the about 1050-1950 MHz frequency band operative in holding information
impressed therein, which is transmitted upstream from the subscribers to the head-end as
a reverse signal. The broadband signal transmitted from the head-end in the downstream
direction is fed to the compensation unit 202 via "IN" connection 203. The line power
elements of the signal are separated by RF choke 206, 208. The signal is fed to
multiplexer filter section 210. In order to pass the 5-750 MHz band of frequencies
unmodified, LPF 212 extracts the range of frequency components in the 5-750 MHz
range and transfers the components to bridging amplifier 201 contained in the line
distribution device 200. The signal components are suitably processed by bridging
amplifier 201 and LPF 222 and are fed via connection point 204 to be transmitted to the
subscribers. HPF 214 extracts the band of frequency components in the 2150-3000 MHz
range and feeds the components to downstream amplification section 229. Downstream
pad 230 is an adjustable resistance network operative in the suitable tuning of the
components within the section 229. The signal is processed and amplified appropriately
by amplification section 229 and subsequent to filtering by HPF 224 is fed via
connection point 204 to be transmitted to the subscriber downstream. BPF 226 extracts
the band of frequency components in the about 1050-1950 MHz range and feeds the
frequency components to upstream amplification section 231. Upstream pad 240 is an
adjustable resistance network operative in the suitable tuning of the components within
the section 231. The signal is processed and amplified appropriately by amplification
section 231 and subsequent to filtering by BPF is fed via connection point 203 to be
transmitted to the head-end. Note should be taken that in other embodiment of the
present invention the about 1050-1950 MHz band of frequencies could be utilized as an
additional downstream path. It will be clear to one with skill in the art that in the above
mentioned different embodiment the processing sequence of the amplification section
231 will have to be operatively reversed in order to enable the proper processing of the
RF signal.
Referring to Fig. 19 that shows a schematic block diagram of the filter section 210 and 220 of Fig. 18. The composition and the functions of filter section 210 and of filter section 220 are substantially identical. Thus, only filter section 210 is illustrated in the drawing. Filter section 210 comprises BPF segment 300, BPF section 306, HPF segment 310, and LPF segment 320. The specific component values on the block diagram reflect the respective bandwidths designed to be passed and or to be blocked by the filter segments within which the components are included. It will be easily perceived by one with ordinary skill in the art that the different filter segments could be set to any bandwidth within the about 1000-3000 MHz band by changing the suitable component values. The type of the amplifier utilized within the system of the present invention could be of a wide variety of different products. For example an off-shelf product may be used as the standard amplifier to be utilized in the compensation units. One such amplifier is the “Linear CATV Amplifier Type RF-2317” manufactured by the RF Micro-Devices, Inc. of Greensboro, NC, USA. Other substantially similar products with substantially similar attributes and features may be implemented.

Fig. 20 shows a schematic block diagram of the slope amplitude equalizer circuit implemented in the compensation unit of figure 18. The equalizer provides amplitude and slope compensation allowing for the equalization of effects contributed by cable runs and components inherent in the existing design. The amplifiers within the system are used to compensate for the attenuation of the signal levels. However, even after amplification, the higher frequencies are at lower levels than the lower frequencies. Therefore, the included equalizer circuits attenuate lower frequencies of the cable signal to provide relatively flat signal levels. The equalizer circuit for the reverse direction also compensate reverse signals, as necessary, so that relatively flat response of the reverse signal levels are provided to the head-end.

Fig. 21 graphically illustrates an exemplary transmission path including diverse CATV components from the head-end to the subscriber in a standard CATV system. The CATV system parameters are pre-calculated and the entire CATV system infrastructure is equipped to fit the various topographical and local environments in order to achieve the transmission of a signal with the suitable characteristics to all the
subscribers with a minimum distortion and noise. The signal tree combination is a
typical pattern of all and any CATV system. Various software systems operative in
calculating the optimal system values are available that take into account the various
parameters of the heavy coaxial cables in use, the active elements chosen, the passive
splitters, and the drop sections up to the subscriber. All those parameters when adjusted
to given lengths of the interconnection can be pre-calculated and create the signal tree
assignment. In the standard CATV systems the signal tree assignment values are
pre-calculated for the 48-750 MHz bandwidth only.

Fig. 22 graphically illustrates an exemplary transmission path to the
subscriber in the XBCS system. XBCS system pre-calculation is taking care of drop
losses in the heavy coaxial cables and an XBCS compensation unit is installed whenever
needed. Any other preinstalled devices will carry a new XBCS unit in such a way that
the XBCS signal practically never drops below the specifically predefined level. The
method and system of present invention proposes to substantially extend the usable
bandwidth of a cable television communication network.

The signal can be modulated across a frequency range with an upper limit of
about 10GHz. As a result of amplifier dynamics, the conventional CATV cable
connector assemblies effect spectral response decay above frequencies of about 1GHz. In
order to enable transmission of signals within the substantially higher bandwidth limits
and having a substantially correct spectral response, the present invention proposes an
improvement in the existing cable connector assemblies. The correct spectral response
will be maintained by the attachment of specific adapter units.

Referring to Fig. 23 that illustrates the existing cable connector assemblies
employed in a conventional CATV system. The standard cable connector assembly 500
contains body 502, threaded fastener 504, thread 506, cable 501, and inner conductor
508. Cable connector assemblies of this type effect spectral response decay when passing
signals, which were modulated into frequency bands lying across the GHz range. Fig. 24
shows the proposed solution to the problem of the spectral response decay. In the
preferred embodiment a type N RF coaxial adapter 510 is fitted to the standard cable
connector 500. The attachment of the adapter 510 to the cable connector 500 is
accomplished by the cutting of inner conductor 508 of Fig. 24 and by the suitable
fastening of conductor 508 of Fig. 24 to adapter 510.
Fig. 25 shows the method of introducing the compensation unit 506 into the signal path within the proposed system. Cable connector assembly 520 with attached type N adapter 522 is coupled as line "IN" to compensation unit 524. Cable connector 526 with attached type N connector 528 is coupled to compensation unit 524 as line "OUT". The compensation unit 524 is connected to the CATV device 530 via standard cable connector assemblies 532, and 534. Female or Male Type N connectors are capable of passing signals through the cable television system, utilizing a frequency range with an upper limit of about 10GHz, while maintaining a proper spectral response. The type of the type N adapter utilized within the system of the present invention could be of a wide variety of different products. For example an off-shelf product may be attached to the standard cable connectors. One such product is the "N-series RF Coaxial Connector" manufactured by the Gilbert Engineering Co. of Glendale, Arizona, USA. Other substantially similar products with substantially similar attributes may be implemented. Female or Male Type F connectors are capable of passing signals through the cable television system, utilizing a frequency range with an upper limit of about 10GHz, while still maintaining a proper characteristics of the signals.

Fig. 26 illustrates the adaptation of a standard semi-rigid connector assembly the system. The adaptation is done by the attachment of a female-to-female center conductor adapter known as slice cable connector. The center conductor to the F connector outlet (male or female as needed) is mounted to the open end of the slice adapter. The connector assembly 601 includes semi-rigid cable 602, semi-rigid connector body 604, center conductor to F (male or female) 608, and center conductor adapter 606.

Fig. 27 shows the method of introducing the compensation unit 610 into the signal path within the proposed system. Cable connector assemblies 612, 616, 622, 624 having center conductor adapters attached are coupled to F type female ports 614, 618, 622 and 624 respectively. In addition, standard concentric cable connectors 630, 632, 634, 636 are coupled to ports 638, 640, 642, 636 of compensation unit 610 respectively.

It will be apparent to one skilled in the art that the above description facilitates a thorough understanding of the present invention and should not be construed as limiting to other possible embodiments and alternative uses that could be contemplated without departing from the spirit of the invention or the scope of the appended claims. It will be clear to one skilled in the art that the foregoing description is
merely exemplary. In other embodiments of the present invention additional components could be used or the detailed components could be replaced by functionally similar units without significantly depart from the underlying scope of the present invention. The scope of the proposed method and system should be limited only by the scope of the attached claims. While the present invention is described in the context of a fully operational communication network, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present invention is fully capable of being applied in a variety of forms and the method and system applies regardless of the particular type of network configuration utilized. In view of the above description of the preferred embodiment of the present invention, many modifications and variations of the disclosed embodiment will be readily appreciated by those with skill in the art. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope of the appended claims the invention may be practiced otherwise that specifically described above.
WE CLAIM:

1. A system for extending the transmission path across a range of frequencies, the system comprising:
   a compensation unit for dividing and amplifying a signal;
   a home outlet splitter unit for splitting and amplifying a signal; and
   a home outlet unit for expanding bandwidth and filtering frequencies; and
   an extension unit to a set-top box; and
   an enhanced cable connector assembly for transmitting a signal;
2. whereby enabling transmission of data at substantially higher data rates. The system of claim 1 further comprising a data communication unit for communicating data.

3. The system of claim 1 further comprising a hub-station unit for adding gain and slope to losses of a signal transmitted and combining the signal transmitted by a transmission center with a signal transmitted by a data communication unit.

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the communication network is a CATV (Cable Television) system utilizing a plurality of transmission channels.

5. The system of claim 1 wherein the compensation unit comprises;
   frequency band divider means to separate at least two signal streams for selective processing;
   downstream signal amplifying means for amplifying a signal representative of information units transmitted by a transmission center to users; and
   upstream signal amplifying means for amplifying a signal representative of information sent by users to a transmission center.

6. The system of claim 1 wherein the compensation unit further comprises;
   an input for receiving a downstream signal and for transmitting an upstream signal;
   at least one frequency selective circuit coupled to the input for separating at least two different bands of frequencies of the downstream signal and the upstream signal;
an equalizer circuit coupled to the output of the frequency selective circuit for attenuating lower frequencies of the downstream signal and the upstream signal modulated across at least one band of frequencies; and at least one output providing the downstream signal after being processed by the frequency selective circuit, the equalizer circuit, and the amplifier circuit and for receiving the upstream signal from the equipment the compensation unit is coupled to.

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the compensation unit further comprising;

an amplifier circuit coupled to the output of the equalizer circuit for the amplification of the downstream signal and the upstream signal modulated across at least one band of frequencies.

8. The system of claim 1 wherein the compensation unit further comprising:

a communication network line distribution unit coupled to the output of the compensation unit for receiving at least one downstream signal, the line distribution unit having an output for providing the downstream signal and a upstream signal for processing by other network equipment.

9. The system of claim 5 wherein the frequency selective circuit comprising:

a low pass filter having an output coupled to the cable television network line distribution unit to selectively process a selected band of frequencies of the downstream signal and the a selected band of frequencies of the upstream signal; and a high pass filter having an output coupled to the equalizer and amplifier circuits to selectively process a selected band of frequencies of the downstream signal and a selected same band of frequencies of the upstream signal.

10. The system of claim 6 wherein the equalizer circuit comprises a high pass filter.

11. The system of claim 3 wherein the hub station unit comprises:

means for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted in the downstream direction from a transmission center to the users;
means for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted in the upstream
direction from the users to a transmission center; and
multiplexer means to combine the signal transmitted by a transmission center with
the signal transmitted by a data communication unit.

12. The system of claim 2 wherein the data communication unit comprises:
receiver-transmitter means to receive data from a data communication network and
to transmit data to the data communication network;
demodulator-modulator means to encode data to a data communication network; and
data router means to direct data to a data communication network and to direct the
data to a central processing unit for processing; and
processing means to compute the location and spectral density of users.

13. The system of claim 1 wherein the home splitter unit comprises:
divider means to split the signal modulated across the extended range of frequencies
to a varied number of users; and
amplifier means to compensate for the losses in the signal due to line characteristics.

14. The system of claim 1 wherein the home outlet unit comprises:
bandwidth expanding means to add to the standard usable bandwidth a extended
range of frequencies; and
filtering means to separate the appended extended range of frequencies to
downstream and upstream pass regions.

15. The system of claim 1 wherein the information unit encoded into electronic signals
carry video, sound, and data content received from external information sources.

16. The system of claim 5 wherein the compensation unit is connected to the
communication network to refresh the transmitted signal and to overcome line drop
losses due to network infrastructure topography.
17. The system of claim 5 wherein the compensation unit is connected as an enhancement unit to the existing components of the communication network.

18. The system of claim 5 wherein the compensation unit is connected to the communication network as a standalone unit.

19. The system of claim 5 wherein the compensation unit connected to the communication network as a symmetrical unit to support two-way symmetrical transmission of signals.

20. The system of claim 5 wherein the compensation unit is connected to the communication network as an asymmetrical unit to support two-way asymmetrical transmission of signals.

21. The system of claim 11 wherein the hub station unit is connected as an enhancement unit to the existing local hub of the communication network.

22. The system of claim 11 wherein the hub station unit connected to the communication network as a symmetrical device to support two-way symmetrical transmission of the signals.

23. The system of claim 11 wherein the hub station unit is connected to the communication network as an asymmetrical device to support two-way asymmetrical transmission of the signals.

24. The system of claim 12 wherein the data communication unit is operative in connecting the hub station unit with the external data communication network providing information content.

25. The system of claim 13 wherein the home splitter unit connected to the communication network as a symmetrical device to support two-way symmetrical transmission of the signal.
26. The system of claim 13 wherein the home splitter unit is connected to the communication network as an asymmetrical device to support two-way asymmetrical transmission of the signals.

27. The system of claim 1 wherein the enhanced cable connector assembly comprises; a coaxial cable connector for transmitting the downstream signal and the upstream signal between the components of a cable television system; and a coaxial adapter physically attached to the standard coaxial connector, operative in transmitting frequencies up to 10GHz.

28. An extension unit to a set-top box comprising the elements of:
   tuner means for controlling the additional channels within the extended range of frequencies;
   switching means to enable selection of mode of operation; and
   filtering means to separate the appended extended range of frequencies to downstream and upstream pass regions; and
   modem means to encode the information and transmit the data to the user; and
   modem means to decode the information received from the user and transmit the information upstream to the transmission center.

29. The extension unit to the set-box according to claim 28 wherein the extension unit to the set-top box is connected to the communication network as a symmetrical device to support two-way symmetrical transmission of the signals.

30. The extension unit to the set-top box according to claim 28 wherein the extension unit to the set-top box is connected to the communication network as an asymmetrical unit to support two-way asymmetrical transmission of the signals.

31. The extension unit to the set-top box according to claim 28 wherein the extension unit to the set-top box transmits practically the entire frequency range of existing CATV signals practically unmodified at practically the standard power levels.
32. A compensation unit dividing and amplifying a signal comprises;
    frequency band divider means to separate at least two signal streams for selective
    processing;
    downstream signal amplifying means for amplifying a signal representative of
    information units transmitted by a transmission center to users; and
    upstream signal amplifying means for amplifying a signal representative of
    information sent by users to an transmission center.

33. The compensation unit of claim 32 further comprises;
    an input for receiving a downstream signal and for transmitting an upstream signal;
    at least one frequency selective circuit coupled to the input for separating at least
    two different bands of frequencies of the downstream signal and the upstream
    signal;
    an equalizer circuit coupled to the output of the frequency selective circuit for
    attenuating lower frequencies of the downstream signal and the upstream signal
    modulated across at least one band of frequencies; and
    at least one output providing the downstream signal after being processed by the
    frequency selective circuit, the equalizer circuit, and the amplifier circuit and for
    receiving the upstream signal from the equipment the compensation unit is coupled
to.

34. The compensation unit of claim 32 further comprising;
    an amplifier circuit coupled to the output of the equalizer circuit for the
    amplification of the downstream signal and the upstream signal modulated across
    at least one band of frequencies.

35. The compensation unit of claim 32 further comprising:
    a communication network line distribution unit coupled to the output of the
    compensation unit for receiving at least one downstream signal, the line distribution
    unit having an output for providing the downstream signal and a upstream signal for
    processing by other network equipment.
36. A hub station unit for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted and for combining the signal transmitted by an transmission center with a signal transmitted by a data communication unit the hub station comprises:

means for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted in the downstream direction from a transmission center to the users;
means for adding gain and slope to losses of the signal transmitted in the upstream direction from the users to a transmission center; and
multiplexer means to combine the signal transmitted by a transmission center with the signal transmitted by a data communication unit.

37. A home splitter unit for splitting and amplifying a signal comprises:

divider means to split the signal modulated across the extended range of frequencies to a varied number of users; and
amplifier means to compensate for the losses in the signal due to line characteristics.

38. A home outlet unit for expanding bandwidth and filtering frequencies comprises:

bandwidth expanding means to add to the standard usable bandwidth a extended range of frequencies; and
filtering means to separate the appended extended range of frequencies to downstream and upstream pass regions.

39. In a communication network utilizing a communication media infrastructure for the transmission of a broadband signal representative of information units received from and sent to external information sources the information units encoded into modulated electronic signals the signals multiplexed into the broadband electronic signal, from a transmission center via diverse electronic components operative in the preservation of the transmitted signal vital characteristics to a plurality of users and from the plurality of users via the transmission media via the diverse electronic components operative in maintaining the functional characteristics of the transmitted broadband signal to the transmission center, a method for utilizing an expanded transmission path operative across a substantially increased range of frequencies, the method comprising:
combining the signals representative of the information received from information sources/users into a combined broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth;

superimposing signals representative of information units received from additional information sources connected at various locations to the transmission path onto the broadband signal modulated across the substantially expanded bandwidth; and

transmitting the combined broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth to a plurality of users/transmission center; and

maintaining the functional characteristics of the broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth during a series of processing activities performed by a set of components operatively participating in the expanded bandwidth transmission process whereby utilizing the standard transmission medium previously operating in a significantly narrower bandwidth for transmission in a substantially expanded bandwidth.

40. The method of claim 39 further comprising the step of:

dividing the broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded bandwidth into the constituent signals representative of the information received from the information sources/users.

41. The method of claim 39 further comprising the step of:

reproducing the signals representative of the information sources for interaction with a plurality of users/external information sources.

42. The method of claim 39 wherein the step of maintaining comprises the sub steps of:

amplifying the broadband signal for overcoming line drop losses due to the network infrastructure topography;

adding gain and slope to the broadband signal in order to compensate for the losses suffered as a result of the transmission infrastructure characteristics; and
frequency-related filtering the broadband signal to separate the signal according to predefined transmission regions and by predefined parameters relating to the content type and the direction of the broadband signal; and
frequency-relatedly tuning the broadband signal to control the division of the signal into predefined frequency regions within the substantially expanded bandwidth.

43. The method of claim 39 wherein the step of superimposing comprises the sub-steps of:
receiving/transmitting the signals representative of the information units from/to additional information sources/users;
processing the signals representative of the information units received/transmitted from/to additional information sources/users to determine the location of the signals in regard to a predefined frequency band with the substantially expanded transmission bandwidth; and
modulating/demodulating the signals received/transmitted from/to the additional information sources/users; and
routing the signals representative of the information units received/transmitted from/to the additional information sources/users to the suitable processing unit and to the suitably oriented network components.

44. The method of claim 40 wherein the step of dividing comprises the step of:
splitting the broadband signal modulated across the substantially expanded bandwidth in order to distribute the separated signal elements to a predefined group of users.

45. The method of claim 41 wherein the step of reproducing comprises the step of:
filtering the broadband signal to separate the extended range of frequencies from the standard range of frequencies; and
separating the broadband signal to isolate the extended range of frequencies into a downstream and upstream region; and
modulating/demodulating the signal to decode/encode the information carried by the signal in order to reproduce the signal for interaction with the information sources/users.
46. The method of claim 39 wherein the communication network is a cable television system carrying video, audio and data information units and any combination thereof to a plurality of users utilizing a plurality of transmission channels.

47. A two-way multi-user transmission and communication system having the capability of utilizing a substantially expanded range of frequencies in order to transmit a significantly increased quantity of information units encoded into electronic signals and inserted into a transmittable broadband signal at frequency-related locations the broadband signal having prior transmittable information multiplexed therein without affecting the simultaneous transmission of the existing transmittable information to a plurality of users in response to the users' corresponding demands, the system comprising:

- a compensation unit including downstream and upstream amplifying units in order to amplify the broadband signal;
- a home outlet splitter unit including a signal divider to distribute the split broadband signal modulated across a substantially expanded range of frequencies among a predefined group of users;
- a home outlet unit including filtering components having the capability of handling an expanded range of frequencies in order to separate the broadband signal into predefined range of and to suitable manipulate the broadband signal elements inserted into the significantly expanded bandwidth region; and
- an extension unit to a set-top box interfacing with a terminal or any other communication device including tuner components to control the additional channels combined within the expanded region of the frequency bandwidth, filtering components to separate the diverse frequency regions, modulators, and demodulators to decode the signal in order the enable the user to interact with the various elements of the signal and to encode the information resulted from the users request into the upstream region of the broadband signal; and
- an enhanced cable connector assembly to provide for the downstream and upstream transmission of the signals having the proper spectral response characteristics.
48. The system of claim 47 further comprising a data communication unit including data routers, modulators, demodulators and a CPU to receive/transmit signals representing information units and insert the signals into the broadband signal for downstream or upstream transmission.

49. The system of claim 47 further comprising a hub station unit including amplifiers to compensate for the losses of the broadband signals as a result of the transmission media characteristics, and multiplexer components to superimpose additional signals received from additional information sources into the broadband signal.

50. The system of claim 47 wherein the size of the substantially expanded usable frequency range region is about 3000 Mhz.

51. The system of claim 47 wherein the range of the substantially expanded usable bandwidth is about 5-3000 Mhz.

52. The system of claim 47 wherein the substantially expanded transmission bandwidth includes an about 5-35 Mhz region for the standard upstream transmission band.

53. The system of claim 47 wherein the substantially expanded usable bandwidth includes an about 50-750 Mhz region utilized as the standard downstream transmission band for the existing transmittable channels.

54. The system of claim 47 wherein the extended frequency band of about 1000-3000 Mhz is allocated among a plurality of channels.

55. The system of claim 47 wherein the plurality of channels carry encoded signals superimposed on the broadband signal representing the entirety of the transmitted information.
56. The system of claim 47 wherein in symmetrical operation mode the extended frequency range of about 1000-3000 Mhz is divided into a downstream and upstream path each having a range of about 1000 Mhz.

57. The system of claim 47 wherein the additional external information source is a data communication network.

58. The system of claim 47 wherein the data communication network is the Internet.
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